**Abstract** — **Aim:** To investigate the speeches of elite handball coaches about the current strategic-tactical configuration after the rule change that allows the use of the seventh court player in the attack. **Methods:** Four elite handball coaches were interviewed (semi-structured) with specific questions about the main theme of this study. Coaches’ speeches were analyzed using the Qualitative Content Analysis. **Results:** Three categories of analysis emerged from coaches’ discourses: 1) a general overview of the current tactical application of the seventh court player: coaches report that there is no significant change in strategic-tactical structures previously established in handball; 2) main tactical strategies from the use of the rule change: the seventh court player used, mainly, like additional player in exclusion situations to maintain the numerical equality in the offensive phase, and to numerical superiority of the attack in the final minutes by the teams that are losing; and 3) main perspectives of change in the offensive, defensive and transitions systems, in which there is a concern with the restriction of the use of defensive system with open formation. **Conclusion:** there were no significant strategic changes in handball in attack or defense, and the use of the additional court player was used to maintain the numerical equality in the attack in situations of exclusion and, in some specific cases, aiming at numerical superiority in final and decisive moments of matches.
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**Introduction**

The evolutionary process of sport is a constant phenomenon which most of the transformations occurs from changes in the way of playing, influenced by the technical, tactical and strategic improvement or by the elaboration and insertion of new rules. In handball, an example of recent rule modification refers to the use of the additional court player. One strategic tactical action that was already being used was the participation of the goalkeeper as a court player, mainly in final situations of decisive matches to create the numerical superiority of the attack.

However, an effective rule modification since the 2016 Olympic Games allows seven court players to be at the same time on the court, as long as the team is without a goalkeeper. In other words, any court player may replace the goalkeeper during the offensive phase of own team, leaving their own goal empty.

The possibility of playing with seven court players may cause changes in tactical behavior of the teams in both attack and defense situations, especially if we consider that the spatial and temporal structures are directly related with the tactical behavior and the interaction of the players in the game context.

The recent temporality of this change reflects in the current incipient scientific production on the use of the additional court player in handball, mostly through investigations that deepen in answers on the tactical understanding of the game with this new configuration and that bring statistical data from the use of match analysis.

Currently, research on this subject is still rare, and early work is still being published. An example is a study by Krahenbühl, Sousa, Leonardo, Galatti, Costa, in which the number of goals scored, and the counterattacks suffered in symmetry and asymmetrical situations were verified in the two situations: using the additional player or not. This study verified that this strategy did not produce significant changes in men’s handball games.

Thus, much of the knowledge about the tactical interactions used from this new strategic possibility of handball is still being elaborated and experienced by coaches who work with elite teams, based on their perceptions and own analyzes. Consequently, the access to the speeches of these coaches is an important source of knowledge considering the scenario presented above.

The option of collecting information from elite handball coaches is justified by their ability to analyze the efficiency of player and team performances, both of the team they lead and of the opposing teams, to elaborate some strategic possibilities for future games.

Therefore, it is necessary to identify the possibilities of changes in the dynamics and in the strategic understanding of the handball game from this change of rules as well as it becomes necessary to discuss the possible reorganizations of
the individual and group tactical actions, the offensive, and defensive systems, by coaches and players.

Identifying the elite coaches’ speeches about a strategic-tactical phenomenon is essential to verify the current panorama of the modality, being important for the understanding of the strategies elaborated from the rule changes.

Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the current strategic-tactical organization in handball concerning the use of the additional court player based on the speeches of elite coaches.

Methods

Study Design

A qualitative research approach was adopted to search for elements from the experiences of the participants inserted in a sports context and is exploratory because it considers the perspectives and knowledge of the participants that relate to the question investigated.

Participants

The criteria for the selection of the participants were the participation in the technical staff of the Brazilian women’s handball team, in the last Olympic cycle (2013-2016) or the actual (2017-2020). The option to select coaches of women’s handball teams was due to the ease of access to them and also to the relevance that the Brazilian women’s handball in an international context.

Four coaches (three Brazilian and one Spanish) were interviewed (T1, T2, T3, and T4), from a universe of seven possible coaches, whose experience in international championships is about 13.2 (± 7.2) years and the mean age is 45.25 (± 10.68) years.

All participants are graduates of Physical Education or equivalent internationally. Only one coach does not have a postgraduate degree, and the others state that they have postgraduate degrees in sports (training, management or science applied to sports).

All the interviewees signed an Informed Consent Term, approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the local University under the number 85700518.1.0000.5083.

Instruments

Coaches were addressed during a training course of the Brazilian Handball Confederation and the Women’s National Handball League. The interviews were scheduled in a free time provided by the coaches, in a private place and without noise (for a clean voice record).

The instruments used were: a questionnaire to characterize the participants and a semi-structured interview script, which consisted of the following questions: 1) “what is the main offensive tactical changes resulting from the use of the additional court player?”; and 2) “what are the main tactical defensive changes resulting from the use of the additional court player?”.

Throughout the interviews, we allowed new considerations related to the central problem of our study to emerge, addressing new questions in a particular way to each coach.

The interviews were recorded in full and we used the soft textual transcription, which is done word by word, but clearing the text non-conforming expressions, making it coherent and simple to understand.

Speeches analysis

Speeches analysis was done by two researchers, both with more than 14 years of experience in handball (as a teacher or coach), one of them teaching higher education in a private institution and the other researcher is a professor at a Brazilian federal university and responsible for the discipline of handball in this institution. Both have researched on themes related to handball and sports pedagogy.

According to Mayring, the interference of the researcher plain text is backed by their previous knowledge on the subject of research (supported by their personal impressions and the theoretical framework guiding the study). This aspect guarantees the possibility of condensing the information through processes of reduction and synthesis with the prevalence of the information in its quality and not the number of words present in the text, with the main care being the maintenance of the central ideas of the speeches.

After the transcription of the interviews, a Qualitative Content Analysis was used to analyze the speeches. First data reduction was performed each one, in which the materials were read and paraphrased. According to Mayring, this is a form of reduction that allows the essential messages of the original text to be reproduced in a shorter text through generalization processes. Similar phrases are summarized in a single paraphrase that allows to substantially reduce the amount of information.

After this stage, the second data reduction was conducted, which, based on construction and integration, allowed the unification of the paraphrases of the respondents who were similar to each other in a single sentence that contained the same ideas, forming the answers-syntheses.

Results and Discussion

Based on the fact that this study deals with the investigation of the current strategic-tactical conjuncture in relation to the rule of use of the additional court player in handball, based on elite coaches’ speeches, the analyzes revealed three main themes: 1) general overview of the actual use of the rule; 2) main strategies from the use of the rule; 3) main perspectives of change in offensive, defensive and transition phases.

Coaches interviewed showed that there was no consensus on the general conjecture that the new rule brought in tactical
structures of handball, at national or international levels. It is possible to notice from the coaches’ speeches that it is still very incipient the use of the seventh player (as well as the additional court player, in situations of numerical inferiority), possibly due to the novelty that this represents in the tactical conjuncture already well established.

The rule is still very recent and few teams are using the 7x6, both in Brazil and in the world, and the male teams have used more than the female. (T1, T2, T4).

As it is something new the teams are still analyzing and studying how to use it, it needs time to know how its repercussion will be. (T2, T4).

In the coaches’ opinion, it is possible to observe a tendency of the men’s teams to risk more when using this new structure of attack. However, it is not yet well defined how the teams use that additional player, or what are the main strategies that will be adopted to use seven players in the attack.

Nonetheless, using an additional player in handball is nothing new. Before the International Handball Federation (IHF)\(^1\) changed the rule, some teams used the line-goalkeeper as attack resource, in which strategically a court player wore goalkeeper’s uniform to get an offensive numerical superiority and, thus, to obtain advantages in the game in specific situations.

Garcia and Lorenzo\(^2\), in a review on the use of line-goalkeeper, identified that its use is, primarily, a strategy aiming at the numerical balance for the attacking team in cases of exclusions. In a study done with the matches of the European Handball Championship of 2016, Musa, Modolo, Tsuji, Barreira, Morato, Menezes\(^3\) observed the same tendency of the use of the line-goalkeeper in cases of exclusions and identified that their use was predominant in the last 10 minutes of the game.

Research on match analysis shows that defending in numerical superiority has a decisive effect on the final results of handball matches\(^4,5\), besides that the positional game in numerical equality can be a determinant aspect for the definition of the winner or loser of the match\(^6\).

This contextualization on the line-goalkeeper and the rule change that currently allows seven players on the court to act in the attack, when replaced the goalkeeper, takes us to the next category of analysis of this study.

In the second theme, on how teams have been using the new rule, coaches have raised some more critical situations regarding the use of the additional court player. A unanimous finding of the new rule is that its use has been made, mainly, in situations of punishment, where the team suffers exclusion for 2 minutes and, to play in numerical equality in the attack, coaches use a court player in substitution to the goalkeeper.

It has been used mainly in situations of exclusion for 2 minutes, to maintain 6x6 in the attack, which is bad, because when playing with the seventh player there is no more punishment in the attack situation, this punishment is only for half of the game, only for when it is in the defense. (T1, T2, T3, T4).

From this information, we noticed that the change in the rule did not influence the strategies used by the teams so far, and the strategy of using the line-goalkeeper was already common\(^7\) and only changed the dynamics of substitution. With the new rule, any player can leave the game for the return of the goalkeeper, minimizing the risk of withdrawing the goalkeeper momentarily from the match, as it may return more easily.

The advantage obtained by the team that was punished was widely criticized by the coaches interviewed, showing the dissatisfaction about the use of this strategy for this purpose. However, the teams already used this advantage in cases of exclusion using the line-goalkeeper\(^8,9\).

In addition to the advantage obtained by the team that has been punished with the exclusion, there are also other particular moments of the matches that are influenced by the use of the seventh player. Both T4 and T1 gave examples of final game situations when teams losing the game can benefit, or even be “harmed” by the new rule. Thus, according to T4, the use of the seventh court player can benefit from the numerical superiority: “I see the use in specific situations, such as when you are losing, in the final moments use the seventh player to enlarge the scoreboard (T4)”.\(^10\)

The use of the seventh court player in the final minutes of the match is also not a recent strategy and therefore cannot be attributed to the new rule, but to the continuity of an earlier strategy in which the line-goalkeeper was used to create numerical superiority for the attack at that particular moment of the matches\(^1\). In this case, we assume that the rule was adapted to the previous strategies. However, according to T1, another strategy already consolidated for defense, such as using the individual defensive system to try to recover the ball quickly, can be hampered by the use of the seventh player:

At the end of the game the teams that are losing, an alternative was to defend with the individual defensive system the whole court, and today if it does this has the seventh player and cannot do the individual defense. (T1)

From these coaches’ speeches, it is possible to observe that strategies for using the additional player of the court (or seventh player) are still restricted to specific situations of handball matches. Even so, coaches were questioned about the overall game structure, whether the use of 7x6 could change the current organization of tactical structures in both attack and defense. In this question, the coaches were cautious, saying they had doubts about whether this new rule would actually influence on already established tactical structures. In this sense, T2’s response was the most emphatic about a future perspective on playing 7x6:

I think it’s going to be like the counterattack. Today it is difficult to imagine the slowest handball. I think the trend is to increase the use of 7x6, and will have the teams that will play well, but I do not think they will play the whole game, I think the benefits are more punctual, it is not a rule that will be used in all the situations (...). There are items
to be considered for the use of the seventh player as the technical level, the category, the suit due to greater responsibility with the ball that the 7x6 brings. I think handball will not be a constant 7x6, this situation will be used in specific moments. (T2)

However, in addition to the particular situations as exclusions and in the final minutes of the matches, other strategies for the use of the additional player were suggested by the coaches. Although they say that more time is needed to figure out how to build tactical structures with seven players in the attack, coaches already identify some manifestations both in attack and defense when the game is in positional phase.

There is still no well-structured structure of how to use this seventh player in the attack, some teams do without an organized tactical action, with the use of a second pivot, one being more centralized and another more lateralized, at specific and punctual moments of the game, on the opposite side of the ball for rapid reversal to the sector where there is numerical superiority (T1, T2, T3).

The use of the second pivot, according to the coaches, seems to be one of the features most often used by the few teams that play with seven players in attack. However, coaches have made important considerations about how to play in numerical superiority.

The use is more punctual in situations, for example, that the team is having difficulty making a point. The game in numerical superiority is different from that in numerical equality. In superiority it is not necessary to be so fast, it is necessary to find the space empty and to look for the continuity to find the player more because one already has an advantage. In the game, equality there is the combat, tries to get the advantage by the movement of the ball, creating the superiority. Playing in 7x6 loses this feature of the game (T1, T2, T3).

The coaches understand that there is a change in the internal logic of the handball game when one team has numerical superiority. In this way, the actions that consist of acquiring numerical and spatial advantage will change, because with numerical superiority in attack the logic is that the additional player is already unmarked.

In this sense, when in numerical equality, the teams strategically transform the offensive systems to induce errors in the defense and thus gain the advantage to be able to score. In numerical superiority, the offensive players will need to have a speed of passes to find a free player to throw. Studies show that the attack positioned in numerical superiority has obtained a greater advantage in matches of handball, mainly against defensive systems structured in a line.

If numerical superiority interferes with the logic of the offensive game, possibly the defensive strategy will also have changes. In numerical equality, there is a very wide variety of defensive systems that can be used in handball, such as closed or open defenses, in one, two, three lines or individual defensive system. Though, in particular, defenses in-depth that try to steal the ball through pressing the offensive players, the domain of a larger court space is worst when in numerically inferior.

When asked about the characteristics of defenses in a context where the seventh court player is most often used, coaches agree that their use will limit the use of more open defenses or have characteristics of dissuasion.

With the seventh player, the defense focuses on blocks, more retracted, at ball line. It will not be possible to defend as open, always have to have a player in 6 meters. It is a tendency to use 6:0, we will have to close the zone closer to the goal, reducing the possibilities of open and combined defenses, I have not yet seen a team playing against the seventh player using the 5:1 system (T1, T2, T3, T4).

Only one of the coaches (T1), who told that it will be more difficult to maintain open defenses (like 3:3), stated that he does not believe that in the future handball will have a 6:0 system hegemony, stating that teams develop forms to defend on systems with at least one advanced player, as in the case of the 5:1 system.

I do not think it will have a system alone [6:0]. Some teams maintain the advanced defender in the 7x6 to take the mobility of the ball, it is more exposed, but it takes the speed of the ball of the attack. (T1)

We observe that in handball, even before the inclusion of the additional court player rule, teams already tended to make defenses on a line, such as 6:0. Studies show that in high-level adult matches defensive systems like 6:0 and 5:1 are the most used, revealing the tendency of teams to use more closed defenses. A study that analyzed the frequency of the systems used by Brazil women’s National Team in 2013 showed a predominance of the defensive system 6:0 throughout the matches or 5:0 when in numerical inferiority.

However, the analysis of the use of the defensive system in lines does not provide an up-to-date view of these systems. The structure of defensive play closer to the goalkeeper’s area, with passivity and little anticipation, seems to be uncommon in the current matches. Even using defenses that are considered closed, such as 6:0 or 5:1, players have behaved more actively to regain ball possession, to cause opponents’ errors and to break the coordination of offensive actions, and these actions must be present in any defensive system, including in situations of numerical inferiority.

Only one coach (T2) told about the defensive transition, who emphasize that teams wishing to play on 7x6 needs to practice the player’s substitution with the goalkeeper as fast as possible.
Despite the advantageous situation, you have to value continuity, such as the quick exchange of a player of court with the goalkeeper after losing possession of the ball, on the contrary, will have problems with the return (T2).

In this speech is perceived as a concern with one of the determining elements of a handball match: the counterattack. In a study with longitudinal analysis of international championships, it was observed that the teams with efficient counterattack are better classified in the international rankings.

Conclusions

From this study, we can see that, in the coaches’ conceptions, there have not yet been significant strategic changes in handball from the new rule of replacing the goalkeeper by a court player and the possibility of playing with seven players in the attack. In the current scenario, it remains the practice of using the additional player to maintain the numerical equality in the attack, specifically in situations of exclusion and, to reach numerical superiority in decisive moments of the matches.

In a future perspective, coaches do not consider it a possibility to have matches in which the situation of seven offensive players is prioritized all the time and possibly keep their use very close to the current structure.

From this perspective, this study is not limited to this moment, and it is necessary to expand researches on these possible changes for a longer time, in order to identify which influences will occur over the years.
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